Update: Committee Work Plan Development

Emily Steinweg, Senior Engineer
Lanya Ross, Environmental Analyst
Request to MAWSAC and TAC

1. Participate in interviews to shape work plan

2. Commit to future meetings to delve deeper into work plan topics and develop policy recommendations
Goal

To set a committee work plan to produce, by 2022, a set of recommendations and supporting information around high-priority water supply topics to support the update of the regional development guide and related policy plans.
Process

MAWSAC Interviews
- Identify high-priority concerns/interests
- Collect information to draft problem statements

Compile Data
- Summarize MAWSAC priorities and shared problem statements

TAC Interviews
- Identify high-priority concerns/interests
- Collect information to draft problem statements

Current status

TAC & MAWSAC will address priorities one by one at regular meetings in 2020 and 2021

TAC Meeting
- Summarize MAWSAC & TAC priorities and shared problem statements
- *Wendy and Mark (with staff) prioritize topics for committee meetings*

Options for MAWSAC to consider for addressing priority concerns/interests

MAWSAC Meeting
- As advisor to the Council, what MAWSAC recommends the region should focus on and if/how the Council can help
Priorities heard so far

• Ground water and surface water interactions
• Water reuse
• Water quality and contamination
• Infrastructure
• Surface water use
• Land use planning
Next steps

• TAC interviews
• Chairs set work plan/meeting agendas
• Committee work at meetings
Questions
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